
Turnitin 
 
Turnitin is a commercial, Internet-based plagiarism detection service. Universities and high schools 
typically use it, which checks submitted documents against its database and the content of other 
websites with the aim of identifying plagiarism. Results can identify similarities with existing sources, 
and can also be used in formative assessment to help students learn to avoid plagiarism and improve 
their writing. 

 

Why using  Turnitin 

Prevent Plagiarism 

Identify unoriginal content with the world’s most effective plagiarism detection solution. Manage potential 
academic misconduct by highlighting similarities to the world’s largest collection of internet, academic, and 
student paper content. 

 

Authorship Investigate 

Address contract cheating with confidence. Data driven insights help determine whether students are doing 
their own work, enabling you to uphold your institution’s commitment to educational excellence 

 

Provide Feedback 

Empower students to think critically and take ownership of their work. Easy-to-use feedback and grading 
features facilitate instructional intervention and save time both in and outside of the classroom 

 

Enhance Academic Skills 

Prepare students for success in K-12, higher education, and beyond. Lay the foundation for original thinking, 
authentic writing, and academic integrity practices that will last a lifetime 

 

Benefit of  using Turnitin 

 

Creates a Turnitin Moodle direct assignment which links an activity in moodle to an assignment on tirnitin. 
once linked, the activity allows instructors to assess and provide feedback for student’s written work using 
the assessment tools available within turnitin document viewer 
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How to use Turnitin 

Inside the Moodle if user need to add the Turnitin, user should click on the requseted course then press on 
turn Editing on, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

then press on Add an activity or resource, then from the pop-up menu they should select Turnitin 
assignment, Then press on ADD button 

 

 

 

  



From the add a new Turnitin screen: 

User should  

1. fill the name of assignment 
2. write a brief summary (optional) 
3. select what kind of submission type (recommended: file upload) 
4. Make sure the number of Parts should be ( 1).  
5. Make sure Allow submission of any file type is NO 
6. Make sure to Allow Display Originality Reports to Students (yes) if you want the student to 

view his similarity percentage.(recommended for resubmission option)  

 

 

  



Add the grade 

1- Grade type is Point 
2- Set the Maximum grade to assignment or project grade. (ex: 10)  

 

  



From the Assignment Part1: 

User should set the below dates (important):  

1. Start Date: the date when students will first be able to submit their assignments/papers 
2. Due Date: the last day that they are allowed to submit, or the date that the paper is due. 
3. Post Date: the date that marks and feedback from GradeMark are released to students. 
4. Max MARKS: equal to maximum grade 

 

From the Originality Report Options 

User should identify: 

1. Allow submissions after the due date 
2. Report Generation Speed  

which contain three types: 
a. Submit the assignment only once. Resubmission is not allowed. 
b. Submit the assignment many times; make sure Display Originality Reports to Students is yes. 

(the most recommended option, it allows resubmission and the student will be able to view 
their similarity percentage and resubmit if required without the need of an exception) 

c. Submit the assignment many times and the result will be shown at due date for all students. 
(not recommended as the similarity percentage results might be delayed for large amount 
of submitted assignments)  

 

 

  



Here user should put in Exclude Small Matches a small amount to excluded from report  

(example 10%) 

 

   

 

 

Note : user should select this option as shown (is a must) 

 

 


